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On the 53rd anniversary of Medicare and Medicaid, the tax and spending policies of President Trump and the GOP endanger these critical public healthcare programs that serve 120 million Americans.

2,954,100 New Jersey residents enrolled in Medicare or Medicaid face threats to their coverage because of the cost of the Trump-GOP tax cuts that mostly benefit the state’s wealthiest families and the country’s most profitable corporations, including drug companies and health insurance companies.

The Trump-GOP tax law added nearly $2 trillion to the national debt, and now Trump and the GOP propose to pay for that by slashing funding for Medicare, Medicaid and the Affordable Care Act (ACA).

Trump, who as a candidate promised never to cut Medicare or Medicaid, now is seeking a total of $1.3 trillion in cuts to Medicare, Medicaid and the ACA.

House Republicans propose slashing $2 trillion from Medicare, Medicaid and the ACA to reduce the debt and pay for the tax cuts. Such massive cuts will likely delay Medicare for seniors until the age of 67, cause millions to lose their health care, jack up premiums and other out-of-pocket costs for millions more, make life-saving medicines costlier for seniors and families, restrict critical services for people with disabilities, limit the response to the devastating opioid crisis and eliminate key protections for people with pre-existing conditions.

The 42,290 New Jersey residents who make up the state’s wealthiest 1% have an average annual income of $3,207,000. Each will get a tax cut of over $30,440 a year on average under the Trump-GOP tax law.

Parents in a New Jersey family of three must make less than $28,676 to qualify for Medicaid. The median income of Medicare recipients nationwide is about $26,000.

Trump and the GOP still want to repeal the Affordable Care Act, which protects 3,846,000 New Jersey residents with pre-existing conditions from being denied coverage or charged exorbitant premiums.

The tax law lets drug companies pad their profits while raising healthcare costs for average Americans. The 10 biggest U.S. drug companies got a $76 billion tax cut on their offshore profits from the Trump-GOP tax law. In recent years, prices for the most widely used prescription drugs spiked at least 15% a year. No drug company has said it will use its tax cuts to reduce drug prices.

Rather than cut Medicare, Medicaid and the ACA, Congress should repeal tax cuts for the wealthy and corporations and use the resulting revenue to strengthen these three bedrock public health programs.
Fifty-three years ago, our nation committed to the principle that no American should be denied health insurance for being too old or too poor. Medicare—which primarily serves the elderly—and Medicaid—which serves low-income seniors and families, pregnant women, children and people with disabilities—were signed into law on July 30, 1965.

By extending coverage to millions of formerly deprived Americans, the adoption of Medicare and Medicaid recognized health care as a basic human right. But as we celebrate the anniversary of these bedrock programs that provide vital services to 120 million Americans, including 2,954,100 in New Jersey, Medicare and Medicaid are under attack from President Trump and Republicans in Congress. So too is Medicaid’s younger sibling, the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which expanded Medicaid coverage to nearly 12 million more Americans and improved Medicare by lowering costs for seniors.

Trump and the congressional GOP tried last year to completely repeal the ACA. House Speaker Paul Ryan has been trying for years to transform Medicare into an insufficient voucher program. Those efforts failed for the simple reason that the American people don’t want their health care taken away from them. Now Republicans are using tax and budget strategies to undermine Medicare, Medicaid and the ACA, the foundations of health and economic security for millions of working families.

The first step in their plan came last year when they passed huge tax cuts mostly benefitting the wealthy and corporations that will drive up the nation’s debt by $1.9 trillion per the Congressional Budget Office (CBO). To help pay for that giveaway, Trump and the GOP are proposing to slash $1 to $2 trillion from Medicare, Medicaid and the ACA, which working families rely on. [See Figure 1]

As a candidate, Donald Trump promised “there will be no cuts to Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid.” But that was then. Now:

- His 2019 budget proposes to cut Medicare by $554 billion over 10 years.
- His Republican allies in the House have also come after Medicare, proposing to cut it by $537 billion.

Trump and congressional Republicans also want to gut the ACA, including the expansion of Medicaid, then make even deeper cuts to Medicaid on top of that:

- Trump’s 2019 budget proposes cutting Medicaid, as well as the ACA subsidies that help working families afford insurance, by $763 billion over 10 years.
- Once again, the House Republican budget would go further, making $1.5 trillion in cuts to Medicaid and repealing the ACA, thereby eliminating Medicaid expansion and consumer safeguards that protect people with pre-existing conditions.
Such massive cuts will likely delay Medicare for seniors until the age of 67, cause millions to lose their health care, jack up premiums and other out-of-pocket costs for millions more, make life-saving medicines more costly for seniors and families, restrict critical services for people with disabilities, limit the response to the devastating opioid crisis and eliminate key protections for people with pre-existing conditions.

This is no way to celebrate the 53rd birthday of Medicare and Medicaid, or the ACA. The best way to say “Happy Birthday” is to protect and improve these programs for future generations.

That starts with blocking efforts by Trump and congressional Republicans to essentially dismantle the nation’s public healthcare system.

Then, Congress should repeal the Trump-GOP tax cuts for the wealthy and corporations, and use that money to ensure Medicare, Medicaid and the ACA stay healthy and strong for the next half century and beyond.

Finally, drug companies and insurance companies should not be able to pad their profits by reaping huge tax cuts while raising health care costs for average Americans.
1,523,300 people depend on Medicare—17% of the state’s population—according to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (2016)\(^\text{11}\)

This includes 1,325,800 seniors and 197,500 disabled beneficiaries (2016)\(^\text{12}\)

$18.4 billion: Approximate amount spent on Medicare in New Jersey each year (2014)\(^\text{13}\)

15% of Medicare enrollees, or 219,800 people, also receive Medicaid to help cover their premiums and out-of-pocket costs (2013)\(^\text{14}\)

Thanks to the ACA, in 2016:
- 1,131,800 seniors received free preventive care\(^\text{15}\)
- Medicare recipients each received average drug discounts of $1,344\(^\text{16}\)

Other characteristics of New Jersey Medicare beneficiaries (2016)\(^\text{17}\):
- Average beneficiary’s age is 73
- Women are 57% of the beneficiaries
- 76% are non-Hispanic Whites, 10% are African Americans, and 8% are Hispanics

PROPOSED TRUMP CUTS TO MEDICARE NATIONALLY: $554 BILLION
PROPOSED HOUSE GOP CUTS: $537 BILLION

KEY FACTS ABOUT MEDICAID IN NEW JERSEY

- 1,650,600 residents are covered through Medicaid (2016)\(^\text{18}\)
- $14.3 billion: Approximate amount spent on Medicaid benefits in New Jersey each year; $1.8 billion of this spending is for hospital care (2016)\(^\text{19}\)
- 27,000 New Jersey veterans are enrolled in Medicaid (2015)\(^\text{20}\)
- 41% of Medicaid enrollees are children, 10% are seniors, and 12% have a disability (2014)\(^\text{21}\)
- Medicaid covers 59% or 26,700 nursing home residents (2015)\(^\text{22}\)
- 32% of children with special health care needs are covered by Medicaid or CHIP; 28% receive Medicaid/CHIP as their sole source of health insurance (2016)\(^\text{23}\)
- 42% of all births are covered by Medicaid\(^\text{24}\)
- Nationwide, Medicaid covers 38% of adults with opioid addiction (2016)\(^\text{25}\)
- $9.4 billion: Medicaid spending nationwide on opioid addiction (2013)\(^\text{26}\)
- 19,300: New Jersey Medicaid beneficiaries treated for opioid addiction (2013)\(^\text{27}\)

(NOTE: Last two figures, the most recent available, predate the full-blown opioid epidemic.)

PROPOSED TRUMP CUTS TO MEDICAID/ACA NATIONALLY: $763 BILLION
PROPOSED HOUSE GOP MEDICAID/ACA CUTS: $1.5 TRILLION
KEY FACTS ABOUT THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT IN NEW JERSEY

- 562,800 residents enrolled in Medicaid under the ACA (2016)\(^2\)
- 243,500 residents are covered through the ACA private insurance marketplace; 80% of them receive tax credits to help cover the cost of premiums (2018)\(^2\)
- New Jersey’s uninsured rate dropped from 13.2% in 2010 before the ACA to 8.0% in 2016\(^3\)
- 3,846,000 residents with pre-existing conditions are protected under the ACA from being denied coverage or charged exorbitant premiums on the individual market (2015)\(^3\)

HARM CAUSED BY TRUMP-GOP TAX CUTS TO THE ACA

- The tax law changes a key part of the ACA to pay for tax cuts that mostly benefit the wealthy and corporations. That’s the requirement that most Americans to buy a minimum level of health insurance if they can afford it. This requirement was gutted by the Trump-GOP tax law. Because people pay only what they can afford and the government makes up the rest, eliminating the requirement saves $314 billion, per the Joint Committee on Taxation.\(^3\)
- That $314 billion taken from health care for working families is being used to pay for tax cuts, including for drug companies and health insurers.
- The gutting of the insurance requirement means about 8 million could lose health coverage.\(^3\) It is also causing ACA premiums to spike 10% a year for a decade, according to the Congressional Budget Office.\(^3\)
- Premium increases from the tax law will be steepest for older adults, resulting in an “age tax.” In New Jersey, the average 64-year-old could face a $1,223 premium hike each year, according to AARP.\(^3\)
## NEW JERSEY TAX-CUT WINNERS VS. HEALTHCARE LOSERS

### WINNERS

- **42,290**: Number of taxpayers who make up the richest 1% in New Jersey
- **$3,207,000**: Average annual income of the state’s richest 1%
- **$30,440**: Average annual tax cut for the richest 1% in New Jersey under Trump-GOP tax law
- **$1.3 billion**: Total cost of giving tax cuts to the richest 1% in one year

Sources: [Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy](https://www.itep.org)

- The 10 biggest drug companies (including Johnson & Johnson, Pfizer, Merck, Eli Lilly, Bristol-Myers Squibb) got a **$76 billion U.S. tax cut**—a reduction of more than half the original bill—on their $506 billion in offshore profits. Most of the profits are sitting in tax havens.

- Five of the 10 biggest U.S. drug companies (the only corporations for which tax cut estimates have been publicly released) could save **more than $6.3 billion in taxes** in 2018 alone.

- Pfizer—maker of Lipitor, Neurontin, Chantix and Zoloft, among many other frequently-prescribed drugs—alone got a **$26 billion tax cut** on its untaxed offshore profits.

### LOSERS

- **2,954,100**: Number of New Jersey residents covered by Medicare and Medicaid
- **$26,200**: Median income of a single Medicare beneficiary nationally in 2016
- **$28,676**: Maximum income for parents in a New Jersey family of three to qualify for Medicaid

- Prices for 268 of the most widely used prescription drugs—including Crestor, Januvia, and Celebrex—spiked at least 15% a year between 2013 and 2015, according to AARP. [See Figure 2]

- None of the 10 biggest U.S. drug companies has announced they will use their tax savings to reduce prescription drug prices despite these huge price hikes in recent years.

- Consumers have been hit with price hikes on many of Pfizer’s top-selling drugs three times in the last 18 months. Prices for some of Pfizer’s most frequently-prescribed drugs have spiked 30%. 

Before Medicare was created, only about half of older Americans had health insurance. Thanks to Medicare, today 99% of seniors are insured. [See Figure 3]

MEDICARE: WHY IT’S IMPORTANT AND HOW IT’S THREATENED

Medicare insures 59 million Americans nationwide, and here in New Jersey, 1,523,300 people rely on Medicare for their health coverage.

Before Medicare was created, only about half of older Americans had health insurance. Thanks to Medicare, today 99% of seniors are insured. [See Figure 3]
Medicare does a good job keeping older Americans healthy, and also some younger people with disabilities: more than 90% report being in fair to excellent health. And it does its job more efficiently than private insurance, with a much lower percentage of its outlays going to administrative expenses.

The ACA made several improvements to Medicare. Annual check-ups are now covered, and certain preventive screenings—such as for cancer—can now be accessed without paying a deductible or coinsurance. Thanks to these sensible and cost-effective reforms, over 10 million seniors availed themselves of a free “wellness visit” in 2016 and 40 million obtained preventive services.

The ACA also began the process of closing the prescription-drug coverage “donut hole”—the gap between basic and catastrophic coverage in which Medicare recipients were on the hook for the full price of their prescriptions. The process began with $250 rebate checks from the government for anyone who’d fallen in the donut hole in 2010. It expanded to provide bigger discounts every year so that by the end of 2016 Medicare beneficiaries nationwide had saved a total of nearly $27 billion on their prescription drugs, or nearly $2,300 per beneficiary. Here in New Jersey, the prescription-drug discount in 2016 alone was $271.6 million, or $1,344 per beneficiary.

Despite these successes, Republicans seem determined to undermine Medicare and threaten the health care of older Americans. Less than two months after signing tax-cut legislation into law in December 2017, which lost $1.9 trillion in revenue and mostly benefited the wealthy and corporations, President Trump, citing the nation’s growing debt, proposed a budget that would slash Medicare by $554 billion.

In June 2018, Republicans on the House Budget Committee passed a budget that would cut Medicare by a similar amount: $537 billion. Their plan would:

- Reduce coverage and increase out-of-pocket expenses for beneficiaries by raising Medicare’s eligibility age from 65 to 67 and hiking deductibles.
- Fundamentally change Medicare into a voucher system where beneficiaries receive flat payments to be used to purchase either private insurance or traditional Medicare. This type of system could double premiums for those remaining in traditional Medicare plans, according to the Congressional Budget Office.
Medicaid provides healthcare coverage for more Americans than any other source. Unlike Medicare—which is a purely federal program—Medicaid is jointly funded by the federal government and the individual states, each of which administers its own program. Every state program has a different name (such as Medi-Cal and MaineCare) and within federal guidelines, different levels of coverage.

- Over 73 million Americans are enrolled in Medicaid (67 million) and the related children's insurance program, CHIP (6 million). That's more than one in five Americans.
- 80% of Medicaid spending is for seniors, children and people who are blind or have other disabilities. [See Figure 4]

- In recent years, Medicaid has paid for nearly half of all U.S. births and covered over three-fifths of all nursing home residents.
- Medicaid and CHIP also cover nearly half of all children with special health care needs.
- 1.8 million military veterans—nearly one in 10—relied on Medicaid in 2015 either as a supplement to VA health care or, in the case of over 350,000 veterans, their only source of health care. Over 660,000 veteran spouses were also enrolled in the program.
- Medicaid is the largest payer of behavior health services, including mental health and substance abuse services.
- Medicaid covers nearly two-fifths of adults with opioid addiction.

**FIGURE 4**

Medicaid Spending and Enrollment by Group

Sources: Kaiser Family Foundation for spending; Congressional Budget Office April 2018 Medicaid Baseline for enrollment. Note: Spending is based on Fiscal Year 2014 data; enrollment is based on Fiscal Year 2018 data.
Thanks in large part to the ACA and Medicaid, the number of uninsured Americans has plummeted to historic lows: from 45 million in 2013 to 29 million in 2016.\(^\text{67}\)

One of the ACA’s most important improvements to the nation’s healthcare system was the expansion of Medicaid. Since that occurred in 2014:

- **Nearly 12 million Americans newly obtained access** to Medicaid, even though only about two-thirds of the states have expanded eligibility for their Medicaid programs (states could opt out) under the ACA.\(^\text{68}\)
- Another 3 million who were already eligible under the old rules also signed up after enactment of the ACA, probably **encouraged by the publicity surrounding the expansion.**\(^\text{69}\)

Despite the pivotal roles the ACA and Medicaid play in the health and financial security of working families, Trump and congressional Republicans want to cripple both programs through budget cuts and punitive rules changes.

Trump’s proposed 2019 budget and the House Budget Committee’s spending blueprint—passed exclusively with Republican votes—would **repeal the ACA** and gut Medicaid.\(^\text{70}\)

ACA repeal would take away guaranteed Medicaid coverage and replace it with block grants to the states that would fail to keep up with increases in population or the cost of healthcare inflation. Their real value would fall over time even if their dollar amounts remained the same. Both Trump and House Republicans would place “per capita” caps on Medicaid spending—the level of care would be dictated by arbitrary cost limitations rather than medical need.

At the same time, repeal would once again allow insurance companies to refuse to cover people with pre-existing medical conditions or charge them more—a cruel practice the ACA has outlawed. Before the ACA, anything from pregnancy and high blood pressure to mental illness and addiction could be treated as a pre-existing condition by insurance companies who then charged people more for coverage, imposed arbitrary limits or caps on coverage or denied coverage altogether.

In addition, House Republicans would withhold federal funding from states that didn’t impose **punitive and counterproductive work requirements** on Medicaid recipients.\(^\text{71}\) A federal judge recently **blocked such work requirements** in Kentucky, describing them as “arbitrary and capricious.”\(^\text{72}\)

**CONCLUSION**

Even as New Jersey residents mark the 53rd anniversary of Medicare and Medicaid, GOP tax and spending policies threaten services that have promoted greater health and peace of mind for tens of millions of the state’s residents over the past five decades. Those same misguided policies also endanger the Affordable Care Act, which has been partnering with Medicaid and Medicare for the past eight years to fill coverage gaps and improve the quality of health insurance for all.

Rather than undermining these three pillars of physical health and economic security for working families, President Trump and congressional Republicans should **repeal tax cuts for the wealthy and corporations** and use the resulting revenue to strengthen Medicare, Medicaid and the ACA for the next half century and beyond.
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